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This is the eloquent, moving story of an American family from the end of the Depression through

today, told largely through the remarkable World War II letters of father James Quirk.
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Wars and Peace is the work of a Vietnam Veteran, Rory Quirk, whose father, James served in WWII

and later Korea, as a behind-the-scenes major player. For a seemingly humble, low-keyed guy,

James is an eloquent writer as is his wife, Elizabeth; although we see far too little of her work, since

it was apparently difficult for James to hang onto her letters as he traveled the front with the likes of

Generals Bradley, Paton and Ridgeway. James' letters offer never before published insights into

these leaders with some comical anecdotes about Paton that suggest we heard more of Quirk than

Paton in earlier press releases, in stark, often amusing, contrast to post-Quirk Paton statements.

The Korean letters, researched painstakingly by the younger Quirk, reveal frightening historic events

that need to be responded to by those who might still know the truth. Matthew Ridgeway, about

whom I read nothing in my history books, is depicted as an incredible leader and strategist

deserving of great recognition and adulation. On the other hand, General MacArthur; about whom

we spent so much time; comes off as an egotistical, narcissistic insubordinate. Go figure. It would

have been good to hear and know more of Elizabeth Quirk, whose letters on VE day and the first

birthday of their son, Rory, portray an intense love and loneliness that suggests that perhaps this is

all we need to know. This is Elizabeth. Quirk brings us through the third family war with the



devastating effect his service in Vietnam had on his father, the loyal patriot. Contrasted are his

views of this war then and now, through his memories of 3 former college classmates who died

young for something we either don't understand, or worse, for nothing at all. Quirk's father wrote his

letters almost 60 years ago and they are remarkable if one thinks of his writing them late at night

after, harrowing experiences. We are fortunate to read them unedited. It is uncanny to detect the

similarity of style if not language, between father and son who have not exchanged a word in over

30 years. Quirk connects these human stories with flawless historical research, offering a context to

the events depicted in the letters. I still don't know how I missed this when it came out. I hope it will

be out in paper soon and in print large enough for seniors. It should be on tape for the visually

impaired who may well hear this as their last human connection to their past. And if they haven't yet,

and I believe I would have seen it, The New York Times must review this important work. This would

be great book club material for serious readers interested in the human impact of war beyond the

obvious.

This is a family memoir, in the form of parents' letters and a son's narrative, gracefully written by

three individuals who lives were touched by World War II, Korea, and Vietnam: a father, who served

with Bradley, Patton, and Ridgeway; a loving and supportive wife who served on the homefront; and

a son who served as a U.S. Army Ranger in Vietnam. It's a fine memoir of an American family's

courage and sense of duty during this American century.

This is a fascinating and brilliantly written book that allows you to a feel very close to seminal

American wars. This private but heroic family deserves our attention,

An emotional and gripping story quintissential to the 20th century American family experience. I

loved every page.

A great inspirational book for young and older families. After all is said and done, whether success

is achieved through financial rewards or attainment of immense power, the most cherished parts of

our life are, and should be, our loved ones.
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